
 

 
 

 
 
 

STAFF REPORT 
 
 
 
 
 
SUBJECT: Regional Growth Forecast (RGF) 
 
 
MEETING DATE: August 16, 2007  AGENDA ITEM: 8 
 
 
STAFF CONTACTS:  Michael Powers, Brian Bresolin 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION:  
 
Consider recommendation from Technical Planning Advisory Committee to adopt Regional 
Growth Forecast 2005 – 2040. 
 
 
SUMMARY: 
 
On June 21, 2007 the SBCAG Board conducted a public hearing on the draft forecast.  The 
Board directed that TPAC consider the comments that were raised at the hearing and provide 
recommendations to staff.  TPAC considered the issues and provided feedback at its July 
meeting and recommended continuing the discussion to the August TPAC meeting.  As 
requested by the City of Goleta, agency representatives re-examined the SBCAG forecast 
report and determined whether the report required modifications to address any resource or 
other constraints in their areas.  The City of Goleta contracted with a consultant to complete a 
review of the RGF and a draft report of the review was provided to SBCAG staff Tuesday 
evening July 30th.  The city’s TPAC representative reviewed their concerns based on the report 
at the August 2nd meeting, however, TPAC did not feel that further delays to incorporate 
wholesale changes in modeling methodology were warranted and voted 9 to 1 (City of Goleta 
opposed) to recommend SBCAG approval of the Regional Growth Forecast subject to the edits 
mentioned in the staff report and including changes from the City of Goleta peer review as 
feasible.  SBCAG staff will be conferring with city staff and their consultant on Tuesday August 
7th to discuss the report and how the consultant’s recommended technical changes should be 
handled in the RGF.  The following staff report describes the RGF issues, the TPAC July 5 and 
August 2 input, and the SBCAG staff and TPAC recommendations.   
 
SBCAG has been provided with a draft countywide Regional Housing Needs Allocation for 
2007-2014 by the state and the board will be considering how to proceed in addressing the 
state requirements (see Item No. 9).  The RGF’s household projections are significantly lower 
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than the state’s.  If the board decides to seek modification of the state’s RHNA allocation, an 
RGF that has been adopted by the board will serve as the strongest basis for challenging the 
state’s allocation.   
 
  
DISCUSSION: 
 
Issue:  In-migration, housing burden of illegal aliens 
 
TPAC: Suggestion that some additional analysis of illegal migration and potential new federal 
immigration policies if passed by Congress could be included in the forecast document. 
 
Staff Analysis and Recommendation:   
 
Migration is currently described on page 15 of the Summary, and legal migration is addressed in 
Technical Appendix 3 on Page 27. 
 
Staff recommends adding text (see Attachment I) to Appendix 3, page 25 of the draft report and 
page 15 of the Summary.  The text is extracted from the Santa Barbara Grand Jury report that 
provides more detail on illegal immigration.  Also included is a discussion of the potential impact 
of illegal immigration on housing demand and the potential for overcrowding.  There are 
references to immigration policy and impacts of new policies on the agricultural sector from the 
Workforce Investment Board Study.     
 
Issue:  Short term Countywide, and particularly Santa Ynez Valley unincorporated, employment 
migration and growth is too high based on personal observation of commercial vacancies, Dunn 
School employment overestimate, and consistency with the UCSB Economic Forecast.  The 
Santa Ynez Valley unincorporated buildout in Santa Ynez Community Plan is different than RGF 
estimate that uses a county staff recommendation for buildout.    
 
TPAC: Interest rates and uncertainty in land values and declining homebuilder activity could 
reduce short term employment and population growth to a lower rate, however TPAC feels 
confident in the current forecast results and recommended they be used.     
  
Staff Response and Recommendation:      
 
Staff agrees that a slowing housing market due to higher interest rates may lower the pace of 
new development.  However, the recent April 2007 UCSB Economic Forecast does not 
anticipate significantly slower growth than the RGF and suggests job growth had picked up in 
2006.  The UCSB Economic Forecast population forecast is higher than the Draft RGF on a 
countywide basis, for the City of Santa Maria, and the total unincorporated.  The UCSB 
Economic Forecast employment forecast is lower than the RGF countywide, for the South Coast 
and North County.  It is higher for the SY Valley.  The recently released Department of Finance 
long range population projections show a higher countywide growth rate than the RGF   
 
In summary, staff and TPAC recommend: 
 

• For SY Valley, the Dunn School project is removed as a factor in assigning to jobs to the 
unincorporated Santa Ynez Valley.  Therefore, the Santa Ynez Valley unincorporated 
areas employment allocation is reduced.  The revised forecast for 2010 is 3,526 vs. 
3,665 and for 2040 it is 3,955 vs. 4,269.  However, the entire Santa Ynez Valley 
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employment forecast as a whole is retained so the cities of Buellton and Solvang jobs 
increase by an additional 285 and 29 respectively by 2040.            

 
• SY Valley Unincorporated residential buildout is provided by the County of SB which will 

be retained unless otherwise directed by County staff.    
  
• SBCAG forecast was compared to the short term UCSB Economic Forecast and the 

recently released DOF population forecast as shown in the following tables.  In general, 
the DOF population forecast is higher than the SBCAG forecast.  The UCSB population 
forecast is lower than the RGF in the south coast and higher in the Santa Maria Valley.  
The UCSB Employment forecast is lower than the RGF in the south coast.  Staff and 
TPAC choose to retain the SBCAG forecast for consistency. 

 
Comparison of Department of Finance (DOF) and RGF Population Projections 

 
 2010 2020 2030 2040 
RGF 430,200 459,600 481,400 492,800 
DOF 434,500 459,500 484,500 509,900 
 
 

Comparison of UCSB Economic Forecast and RGF 2010 POPULATION 
 

Jurisdiction UCSB RGF UCSB-RGF 
Buellton 4,900 4,900 0 
Carpinteria 13,800 14,200 -400 
Goleta N/A 31,700 N/A 
Guadalupe 7,000 7,100 -100 
Lompoc 43,200 43,300 -100 
Santa Barbara 87,400 90,000 -2,600 
Santa Maria 98,600 95,000 3,600 
Solvang 5,200 5,600 -400 
Unincorporated 145,100 138,300 6,800 
Countywide 434,700 430,200 4,500 

 
 

Comparison of UCSB Economic Forecast and RGF 2010 EMPLOYMENT 
 

Jurisdiction UCSB RGF UCSB-RGF 
North County 73,842 74,763 -921 
South Coast 107,899 115,094 -7,195 
Santa Ynez Valley 10,427 10,144 283 
Countywide 192,170 200,000 -7,833 

 
 
 
Issue: Goleta suggests it was penalized due to recent update of their General Plan, and needs 
to review land use data for validity and consistency.  The City suggests that too much growth 
was assigned to Goleta City because of their recent update of their General Plan. Goleta 
representatives are concerned that the RGF does not reflect carrying capacity constraints such 
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as sewer, water, solid waste disposal.  The City of Goleta retained an outside consultant to 
review the SBCAG forecast. 
 
TPAC: TPAC provided the City of Goleta an additional month (starting July 5th) to review 
forecast model and provide clarification on alleged land use inconsistencies.  TPAC members 
agreed to re-examine the forecast for their local areas to determine if the report required 
modifications to address any resource or other constraints in their areas. (July TPAC Minutes, 
RGF discussion only in Attachment II for information)  TPAC members reviewed their land use 
data and existing resource constraints, conferred with their local officials and stated that they 
feel confident in the current forecast and do not believe changes are required.     
 
SBCAG received a review of the draft SBCAG Forecast by Economic Planning Systems (EPS) 
that was prepared under contract to the City of Goleta.  The consultant’s report was provided to 
SBCAG staff Tuesday evening July 30th, staff discussed this with Goleta City staff on 
Wednesday, and, Goleta staff presented their concerns before TPAC on Thursday.  After 
receiving and discussing the input from Goleta based on their consultant’s recommendations, 
TPAC voted 9-1 (with Goleta opposed) to recommend approval of the RGF to the board.  TPAC 
agreed to have SBCAG staff utilize the review results to make technical changes to the forecast 
report as time permits but did not recommend any wholesale changes to the RGF modeling 
approach or delays in the approval of the RGF.    
 
Staff Response and Recommendation 
 
Goleta has proportionally higher land use buildout in commercial-industrial-retail and residential 
areas than other jurisdictions.  SBCAG relies on Housing and Land Use Elements of local 
General Plans for buildout estimates.  These plans have all been subject to environmental 
review and local agencies have determined local plans have sufficient public facilities to 
accommodate potential development.  A recent update of Goleta General Plan did not penalize 
Goleta in this RGF update as all residential local buildout estimates from all agencies are tied to 
recently prepared (and for most local agencies, state certified)  local Housing Elements.  The 
Goleta General Plan EIR relied on population projections in the existing SBCAG RGF which 
forecasted more growth for Goleta than the current draft forecast.  Resource constraints are not 
factored into the RGF unless there is a moratorium imposed by a district.  Appendix 5, Page 7, 
Table 3 provides details of water and waste treatment moratoriums, in county jurisdictions.   
 
Development of carrying capacities for all public service agencies would significantly delay the 
adoption of the forecast and staff suspects most agencies would not provide a strict limit.  Staff 
did inquire into the consistency of the draft forecast with water availability in conversations with 
staff of the County Water Agency.  County staff did indicate the SBCAG forecast is reasonable. 
Additional information from the Santa Barbara Countywide Integrated Regional Water Plan is 
recommended to be included in the RGF (see Attachment II).  (Also note the Water Plan used a 
higher population forecast than the current SBCAG forecast).  Based on past experience, staff 
doubts local agencies will use public facility limitations to deny development based on 
forecasted limits of local services, e.g., local landfill capacity, unless there is a moratorium 
established by the local provider.  Staff does recommend adding additional language to reflect 
assumptions, constraints, and, trends that have been raised to date.  This is provided in 
Attachment III.  Staff believes that the RGF must be based on existing policies adopted by the 
local governing boards through their general plans rather than speculations about resource 
constraints that lack any basis in policy. 
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A summary of the issues raised in the EPS report sponsored by the City of Goleta is provided in 
an attached table.  Staff has talked and met with the City of Goleta Staff and the Consultant to 
review their concerns.  To the extent possible staff will address a number of EPS issues.  Some 
of the issues raised by EPS are demonstrated in the SBCAG forecast, aging of the workforce 
and its impact on the availability of resident workers, reliance on commuters as a source of 
workers.  We both concur that these are two important policy issues for the board and local 
agencies to consider in future planning.  However, a number of issues reflect methodological 
differences and were decided with input from local agencies as the forecast was developed over 
the past 18 months   It is most unfortunate that Goleta did not raise these concerns about 
methodology earlier in the process.  For example, EPS favors use of methods that use labor 
force participation rates to estimate workers and projects housing with assumed vacancy rates.  
These methods are different but not necessarily better that that used in the SBCAG forecast.  
Furthermore, EPS uses the State Department of Finance assumptions as one basis to critique 
the SBCAG forecast.  This is the same DOF that revised the population forecast for Santa 
Barbara County downward by 60,000 people for 2040 in a past revision, so their forecast is now 
more in line with the SBCAG forecast.  This suggests that SBCAG has a greater potential for 
accuracy than DOF as our recent adjustments were much less dramatic.   
 
Relationship of forecast to Regional Housing Needs Allocation 
 
By statute, SBCAG is limited in the issues we can raise if we believe that a modification is 
warranted to the HCD allocation of our countywide regional housing need.  The statute makes 
reference to a process of comparing DOF’s projections with the COG’s forecast.  The RGF 
provides a needed technical basis for challenging HCD allocation.  We need to finalize the RGF 
if we’re going to use it in the consultation process with HCD to advocate for a household 
allocation that is lower that what HCD has preliminarily assigned our County.  Our existing 
forecast of growth is greater than this draft revised forecast that is being considered for adoption 
today.   
  
Conclusion  
 
Staff and TPAC are recommending that the board adopt the Regional Growth Forecast with the 
understanding that staff be permitted to make technical changes to the report as identified in the 
staff report and including changes from the City of Goleta peer review as feasible.   
 
 
 
Attachments 
 
I.   Staff Response to Economic and Planning Systems Review of Draft Forecast 
II.  In-migration Overview  
III. TPAC July Minutes, RGF Discussion 
IV. Water Supply Overview  
V.  Additional Miscellaneous New Text 
VI. Bob Fields Response to SBCAG Response to Public Workshop Comments 
VII Summary SBCAG Population, Employment, and Household Forecasts 
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Attachment 1 
 

Staff Response to Economic & Planning Systems 
Review of Draft Growth Forecast 

 
EPS Comment  SBCAG Response 
Compare aging trends with adjoining counties Will add a table to Appendix xx 
Compare labor force rates with adjoining counties This method is not used in the forecast, 

 SBCAG uses workers per household 
Add county to county worker flows from 2000 
Census 

Will add a table to Appendix xx 

Clarify assignment methodology of non-res. 
Growth 

Will add clarifying text 

Prepare alternative scenarios that test alternative  
vacancy scenarios, shortfall in resident workers,  
alternative land use allocations 

Housing vacancy not part of forecast  
Alternative scenarios considered early 
on in process, but too late now. 

Job growth inconsistent with aging of population  
And fewer resident workers 

Increase in commuters indicated in forecast, aging 
of population recognized 

Inconsistencies between tables Will make corrections or clarifications as needed 
Allocations of employment and population are  
arbitrary 

Allocations based on job growth,  
pending projects, land use plans developed 
in conjunction with TPAC 

Assumptions of commuters unrealistic Census data indicates commuters have  
doubled every ten years, housing stock in  
Western Ventura County increasing. 

Housing Costs with reduce job growth Clearly a big issue in the south coast, most  
of job growth therefore in north County 

Conversion factors between jobs and  
land use too generic 

Factors based on prior studies.  TPAC  
reviewed and did not have concerns.  
 

Lack of sensitivity analysis of factors subject 
To change 

Will add a summary table in Executive Summary 
that outlines the implications of significant  
changes in labor force, household size, vacancy 
rates, and land use plans to the forecast 
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Attachment II 
 

Immigration Overview (New text inserted into Appendix 3 Page 26 of the Draft Report) 
 
There is a component of migration referred to as, immigration that is not tabulated and includes 
illegal immigrants who may come into the county to work in some of the lower wage agricultural or 
service jobs.  They may stay in the area on seasonal basis as work in the agricultural industries 
often dictates or on a more permanent basis if more year round employment opportunities are 
found.  This segment of the population is difficult to enumerate, however, the following excerpt from 
a recent report provides some insight to the amount and impacts they have.   
 
The following information regarding immigration was extracted from the Santa Barbara Grand 
Jury Report “EFFECTS OF IMMIGRATION IN SANTA BARBARA COUNTY, A Balanced 
Assessment” released in May 2007. 
 
The Grand Jury found that the county has limited ability to assess the contributions and needs 
of immigrants and specifically of illegal immigrants.  One major problem is the uncertainty about 
the size of the illegal population.  Credible figures range from 25,000 to 75,000 and many of 
these individuals may not be counted in the census surveys.  This large uncertainty presents a 
major challenge in planning county infrastructure and public services.    
 
Both immigration and fertility rates contribute to the Hispanic population growth. The U.S. 
Citizenship & Immigration Services and the California Department of Finance reported that 
between 1990 and 2005, about 27,000 legal immigrants moved into Santa Barbara County, the 
vast majority of them probably Hispanic.  However, projections call for most of the future 
increase to come from fertility.  Between 2000 and 2010, this population is projected to increase 
by about 40,000 and 80% of this growth will come from natural increase (births exceeding 
deaths).  In this model, net migration is projected to account for a relatively small part of this 
population increase beyond 2010.  If the projected slowing of total population growth and net 
migration over the next 15 years is realized, it will ease the pressures on county government 
services. 
 
There are no solid data on the number of illegal immigrants. One estimate from the California 
Department of Finance (based on statewide estimates from the former Immigration and 
Naturalization Services [INS]) found about 38,000 undocumented persons in the county in 2005. 
Some officials who spoke to the Grand Jury provided much higher estimates, up to 100,000 or 
more.  Other persons suggested lower numbers.  After considerable discussion and evaluation 
of different estimates, the Grand Jury concluded that the number of illegal immigrants in the 
county is in the 25,000 - 75,000 range. 
 
According to the 2000 Census, there were approximately 85,000 foreign-born persons in Santa 
Barbara County – 21% of the total population.  These numbers are the best official estimates of 
immigrants in the county.  However, these numbers may be low due to undercounting. Many 
people argue that immigrants, especially undocumented ones, do not respond to census 
surveys. 
 
Immigrants are employed in all sectors, but especially in agriculture, retail trade (including 
restaurants) and selected services (especially leisure and hospitality, gardening and 
housekeeping). Agriculture, where immigrants are a major part of the workforce, had a total crop 
value of about $1 billion in the county in 2005. Agricultural employment averaged about 16,500 
for all of 2005, but the number was perhaps 50% higher during the peak harvest season. Almost 
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all of the agricultural workers at harvest time are immigrants; testimony indicated that two-thirds 
of these are undocumented. 
 
There were close to 5,700 births in the County in 2006. About one-fourth of all births in the 
county occur in public clinics; county officials estimate that up to three-fourths of these clients 
are undocumented. This represents just over 1,000 births to undocumented mothers in our 
public clinics.  There are seven public clinics in the county that provide primary care to more 
than 30,000 individuals each year, of which approximately one third are undocumented. 
 
There are 23 school districts in Santa Barbara County with a reported 67,578 students for the 
2005-2006 school year. Of these, about 18,000 have been identified as English Learners, 
meaning those students who have not passed the California English Language Development 
Test. This represents 27% of the student population. 
 
Immigration in Santa Barbara County provides a large workforce to the agricultural and service 
industries and to a lesser extent to the construction and manufacturing industries. Immigration 
increases demand for housing.  Industries that thrive on immigrant labor contribute to the 
county’s economy and tax base, but also create demands for low-cost housing which is not 
available. 
 
The State of California mandates that within the county there be provisions for housing to 
accommodate the projected population growth. County officials tell us that the growth is higher 
than the state projections because of the undercount of illegal immigrants. In spite of attempts to 
provide affordable housing, the supply consistently lags behind the demand. Officials report a 
waiting list of 3,900 persons (and the waiting list is closed) for HUD Section 8 rental housing in 
the county. There are a few affordable housing developments designated for agricultural 
workers (e.g., Los Adobes de Maria in Santa Maria), but these fall far short of the demand.   
 
An estimated 55% of the county’s agricultural workers are housed within the Santa Maria city 
limits.  There are various reasons why few farm workers are housed on the farms where they 
work.  There are legal limitations to the amount of housing that can be provided for workers on 
agricultural land (Uniform Rules for Agricultural Preserves and Farmland Security Zones 
adopted by the county).  There appears to be little incentive for farmers to take areas out of 
agricultural production to build worker housing and to incur the expenses of doing this.  And 
finally, workers tend to prefer urban areas where shopping and other service are available. 
 
Because of the lack of alternatives, most immigrant laborers are housed in high-density 
neighborhoods in urban areas where overcrowding is typical.  When affordable housing is not 
available, extended families and unrelated individuals live together.  Economic necessity forces 
immigrants into such crowded conditions.  Undocumented immigrants often find safety in living 
with others where they are not required to show documentation.  Crowding can cause traffic 
congestion, parking saturation, deterioration of the buildings, and children playing on the street 
under unsafe conditions. The crowding often raises objections from surrounding neighborhoods. 
 
The Department of Homeland Security has a Basic Pilot program designed to expedite easy 
determination of immigration status. It is called Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements 
(SAVE) Program. This is still a pilot program and is therefore not widely used throughout the 
country. If successful and fully implemented, it could become a much-needed resource for 
moving beyond speculation towards more reliable data. 
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Immigration reform could have an influence on the amount and frequency of illegal immigration in 
the county.  Recently, the Border Security and Immigration Reform Bill was proposed but did not 
pass.  The bill had five objectives.  To secure the border using a variety of methods, holding 
employers responsible for who they hire, creating a temporary worker program, resolving the status 
of the illegal immigrants already in the country and finding new ways to help newcomers assimilate 
into the society.      
 
According to the 2006 Workforce Investment Board Study, employers whose jobs require little 
training may not face a problem.  Given current immigration policies and enforcement, 
employers will continue to find an ample supply of low-skilled workers.  This implies, of course, 
that low-skilled jobs will comprise a growing portion of Santa Barbara County jobs. Indeed, the 
County increase in service and agricultural jobs indicates that this is already happening. The 
employees and the community will still have a problem, however. If immigration or enforcement 
policies change in such a way as to limit immigration, then all of the implications for skilled 
workers will hold for unskilled workers.  Employers will see pressure to export jobs, automate, 
increase efficiency, or increase pay.    
 
 

New text Inserted into page 15 of the Executive Summary 
 
There is a component of migration referred to as, immigration that is not tabulated and includes 
illegal immigrants who may come into the county to work in some of the lower wage agricultural or 
service jobs.  They may stay in the area on seasonal basis as work in the agricultural industries 
often dictates or on a more permanent basis if more year round employment opportunities are 
found.  This segment of the population is difficult to enumerate however a recent Santa Barbara 
County Grand Jury report concluded that the number of illegal immigrants in the county is in the 
25,000 - 75,000 range.  Immigration reform could have an influence on the amount and frequency 
of illegal immigration in the county.  According to the 2006 Workforce Investment Board Study, 
employers whose jobs require little training do not face a problem.  Given current immigration 
policies and enforcement, employers will continue to find an ample supply of low-skilled 
workers.  However, if immigration policies change, wages for unskilled workers could increase.    
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Attachment III 
 

TPAC July Minutes, 
Regional Growth Forecast Discussion 

 
 
 
 
4. REGIONAL GROWTH FORECAST 
 
Anne Wells recalled an effort by the Monterey County to address the unreported immigrants.  
Bill Shipsey recalled the state attempt to adjust for the undercount and how it was not well 
received by the Census Bureau. 
 
David Matson suggested uncertainty in land values could impact future growth and Bill Shipsey 
felt mortgage interest rates come into play.  Bob Fields observed homebuilders activity declining 
35% and he did not agree with the comment that the RHNA should not drive the RGF.  The SY 
Valley is not looking for a bogus low forecast but not an artificially high one. 
 
Steve Chase suggested the RGF lacks a sensitivity and parity analysis for infrastructure, 
environment, or community values.  There are capacity issues.  He also suggested the SBCAG 
board was unanimous in its recommending TPAC to have another look at the RGF to access 
service capacity and buildout issues.  Michael Powers suggested that only moratoriums are 
considered as limiting factors in the forecast.  Anne Wells did not feel buildout was correct and 
something was missing.  She has referred the RGF to a consultant, EPS, to take an initial look 
at the RGF and to critique the model.  She also suggested an independent vacant survey, 
Assessors data etc. so that all jurisdictions are on a level playing field.  Kevin Ready did not 
recommend using Assessors data due to inconsistencies and the fact it does not represent the 
land use status of a parcel. 
 
Bill Shipsey pointed out that Goleta has a significant number of jobs and there is a 
transportation and air quality impact.  He also suggested that if any changes are made to the 
forecast they should be made for all jurisdictions.  Marc Bierdzinski agreed that if any changes 
are made they be for all jurisdictions.  Bob Fields suggested that growth has stalled flat in the 
SY Valley.  Bill Shipsey felt the RGF was a snapshot in time and there may be a range of 
buildout values depending on when the snapshot is taken.   Marc Bierdzinski had considered 
the buildout data and service levels as well as conferred with his elected officials, but would 
consider allowing Goleta an additional month for a parity check and review of model. Liz Limon 
reported that growth has not stalled in Santa Barbara and the city has examined the issues.  
She also requested a tape of the previous SBCAG Board meeting.  Vijaya Jammalamadaka 
suggested the RGF would change over time but it is the now the best snapshot of the future.  
Marc Bierdzinski made a motion to continue the RGF discussion, Liz Limon seconded the 
motion and it passed unanimously.
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Attachment IV 

Water Supply Overview (Appendix 1 Page 4 of the Draft Report) 
 
According to the May 2007 Santa Barbra Countywide Integrated Regional Water Management 
Plan;  
 
By 2040, the Santa Barbara County population is expected to increase by almost 52 percent 
over 2000 levels (from about 399,000 to 606,000) (Santa Barbara County, 2003).  Total water 
demand for this same 40-year period is projected to increase by only 9 percent, from 314,000 
acre feet per year (AFY) to 345,000 AFY (Santa Barbara County, 2003). Agricultural water 
demand, which accounts for about 75 percent of total demand, is expected to remain nearly the 
same.  At present, with careful and strategic planning, water supplies are sufficient to meet 
demand countywide during normal water years [emphasis added], but water purveyors will 
need to develop an additional 10,800 AFY by 2030; this number is projected to increase to 
12,400 AFY by 2040, or they will have to rely on mining groundwater in certain areas in order to 
meet future demand (Santa Barbara County, 2003).  Only one of the five Designated Analysis 
Units (DAU) in Santa Barbara County (as defined by State of California Department of Water 
Resources), DAU 75 South Coast, has a water supply that meets the current demand in normal 
rainfall years.  The other basins have existing shortfalls in water supply that will increase in the 
future (Santa Barbara County, 2003). 
 

• DAU 71 Santa Maria—The current 4,200 AFY water supply shortfall will increase to 
7,700 AFY by 2040, although water conservation efforts are expected to continue. 

 
• DAU 73 San Antonio—The current 3,900 AFY shortfall will decrease slightly to 3,800 

AFY by 2040, primarily due to limited population growth and increased conservation. 
 

• DAU 74 Santa Ynez—Although this DAU has a slight overall current water supply deficit 
of only 300 AFY, the water supply shortfall is expected to reach 1,600 AFY by 2040. 

 
• DAU 75 South Coast—The DAU as a whole has sufficient water supplies through the 

year 2040 on a normal year basis. However, periodic severe droughts reduce supplies 
by as much as 25 percent, requiring water purveyors to reserve available water supply 
during normal years for later drought use to partially offset shortages. 

 
• DAU 76 Cuyama Valley—This DAU is already experiencing a water supply shortfall of 

about 7,900 AFY of its total average water demand of 20,700 AFY. This water shortfall is 
expected to decline slightly to about 6,600 AFY in 2040; however, significant new water 
supplies will be required to balance average annual water supply and demand. 

 
• The plan can be viewed or downloaded from the following address; 

(http://www.countyofsb.org/pwd/water/downloads/IRWMP/finalplan/). 
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Attachment V 
Additional New Text  

 
In addition, no major terrorist act or pandemic is assumed to impact the population.  Immigration 
policy is assumed to remain the same but there have been attempts to introduce new legislation 
that could change the status quo.  It is not possible to determine the impacts of policy change 
on county immigration patterns.  (Appendix 1 Page 5) 
 
In addition, there are increases in mechanization of the wine grape harvest that would reduce 
the overall demand for agricultural workers.  However, the higher quality grapes may still require 
hand picking to ensure quality.  Some picking jobs will be replaced by wine room tasting and 
retail jobs.  (Appendix 4 Page 27) 
 
Additional environmental constraints include the Tiger Salamander and Red Legged Frog 
habitats that exist in Northern Santa Barbara County.  (Appendix 4 Page 26) 
 
Agriculturally zoned land is not considered as suitable for development unless there is a rezone 
or allowed limited residential uses.  Land zoned residential but currently in agricultural use, 
however is considered in the buildout assessment.  (Appendix 5 Page 3) 
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Attachment VI 
Bob Fields Response to SBCAG Response to Public Workshop Comments 
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Appendix VII 
Summary Population, Household, and Employment Forecasts 

 
Population Forecast 2005-2040 

 
 Jurisdiction 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040

South Coast 204,700     205,800     208,500     211,300     213,600     215,700     216,300     216,900     

  City of Carpinteria 14,300       14,200       14,400       14,600       14,800       15,000       15,100       15,300       

  City of Santa Barbara 89,800       90,000       91,000       92,000       92,400       92,800       92,800       93,000       

  City of G oleta 31,000       31,700       33,100       34,500       35,900       37,300       37,300       37,300       

  Carp. - Uninc. 5,100         5,200         5,200         5,300         5,300         5,400         5,400         5,500         

  SB - Uninc. 64,400       64,600       64,800       65,000       65,200       65,400       65,500       65,800       

Lom poc Valley 59,400       61,200       62,600       64,200       65,800       67,400       69,000       70,400       

  City of Lom poc 41,800       43,300       44,400       45,700       46,900       48,200       49,500       50,700       

  Lom poc - Uninc. 17,700       18,000       18,300       18,600       18,900       19,100       19,400       19,800       

Santa M aria Valley 129,100     137,600     146,900     156,400     165,700     169,200     171,800     174,600     

  City of Santa M aria 88,500       95,000       102,300     109,500     116,700     118,300     118,900     119,400     

  City of G uadalupe 6,300         7,100         8,000         8,800         9,600         10,400       11,200       12,000       

  SM  - Uninc. 33,800       35,000       36,200       37,500       38,700       39,900       41,100       42,500       

  G uad. - Uninc. 400            500            500            500            600            600            700            700            

Santa Ynez Valley 23,000       24,000       25,100       25,900       26,400       27,000       27,600       28,200       

  City of Solvang 5,400         5,600         5,800         5,900         6,000         6,200         6,400         6,600         

  SY - Uninc. 13,100       13,500       14,000       14,300       14,300       14,300       14,300       14,300       

  City of Buellton 4,500         4,900         5,300         5,700         6,100         6,500         6,900         7,200         

Cuyam a Valley 1,300         1,500         1,700         1,800         1,900         2,100         2,300         2,700         

County Total 417,500     430,200    444,900   459,600   473,400   481,400     487,000    492,800   

Total Unincorporated 135,900     138,300     140,700     143,000     144,900     146,800     148,900     151,200     
Total City 281,600     291,900     304,200     316,600     328,500     334,600     338,100     341,500      
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Household Forecast 2005-2040 
 

  2005-

Jurisdiction 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2040

South Coast 75,449 76,611 77,845 79,079 79,940 80,620 80,799 80,959 5,509       

  City of Carpinteria 5,047 5,114 5,189 5,264 5,339 5,414 5,489 5,564 517          

  City of Santa Barbara 35,931 36,449 37,003 37,557 37,738 37,738 37,738 37,738 1,807       

  City of G oleta 11,353 11,844 12,364 12,884 13,404 13,924 13,943 13,943 2,590       

  Carp. - Uninc. 1,981 2,001 2,021 2,041 2,061 2,081 2,101 2,121 140          

  SB - Uninc. 21,139 21,204 21,269 21,334 21,399 21,464 21,529 21,594 455          

Lom poc Valley 19,484 19,911 20,342 20,773 21,204 21,635 22,066 22,497 3,013       

  City of Lom poc 13,446 13,770 14,097 14,424 14,751 15,078 15,405 15,732 2,285       

  Lom poc - Uninc. 6,037 6,141 6,245 6,349 6,453 6,557 6,661 6,765 728          

Santa M aria Valley 38,980 41,742 44,509 47,276 50,043 51,091 51,713 52,335 13,355     

  City of Santa M aria 25,465 27,610 29,755 31,900 34,045 34,471 34,471 34,471 9,006       

  City of G uadalupe 1,574 1,768 1,962 2,156 2,350 2,544 2,738 2,932 1,358       

  SM  - Uninc. 11,818 12,231 12,649 13,067 13,485 13,903 14,321 14,739 2,921       

  G uad. - Uninc. 123 133 143 153 163 173 183 193 70            

Santa Ynez Valley 8,755 9,160 9,561 9,904 10,129 10,354 10,579 10,804 2,048       

  City of Solvang 2,223 2,301 2,378 2,455 2,532 2,609 2,686 2,763 540          

  SY - Uninc. 4,828 5,007 5,183 5,301 5,301 5,301 5,301 5,301 472          

  City of Buellton 1,704 1,852 2,000 2,148 2,296 2,444 2,592 2,740 1,036       

Cuyam a Valley 470 538 593 616 665 722 814 947 477          

County Total 143,138 147,961 152,849 157,648 161,981 164,422 165,970 167,542 24,403    
 

Employment Forecast 2005-2040 
 

 Jurisdiction 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040
South Coast Area 109,809    114,553      118,690   121,956      124,763      125,529      125,876     126,131    
  City of Carpinteria 7,016        7,316          7,527       7,694          7,838          7,877          7,894         7,907        
  City of Santa Barbara 63,386      66,570        68,955     70,839        72,457        72,899        73,099       73,246      
  City of Goleta 23,447      24,586        26,033     27,175        28,157        28,425        28,546       28,635      
Unincorporated 15,960      16,081        16,174     16,248        16,311        16,328        16,336       16,342      

  

Lompoc Area 20,854      22,237        23,138     24,060        24,806        25,333        25,861       26,388      
  City of Lompoc 13,842      15,226        16,084     16,962        17,673        18,176        18,678       19,181      
Unincorporated 7,011        7,011          7,054       7,097          7,133          7,158          7,183         7,208        

  

Santa Maria Area 47,545      52,655        56,071     58,457        63,357        69,578        76,218       82,950      
  City of Santa Maria 40,310      44,031        47,181     49,380        53,898        59,633        65,755       71,961      
  City of Guadalupe 1,831        1,831          1,836       1,839          1,846          1,854          1,863         1,873        
Unincorporated/Cuyama 5,404        6,793          7,055       7,238          7,613          8,090          8,599         9,116        

  

Santa Ynez Area 9,843        10,555        11,102     11,528        12,075        12,560        13,046       13,531      
  City of Solvang 3,773        3,811          3,860       3,898          3,948          3,992          4,035         4,079        
  City of Buellton 2,715        3,194          3,617       3,947          4,370          4,745          5,121         5,497        
Unincorporated 3,355        3,551          3,625       3,683          3,757          3,823          3,889         3,955        

  

County Total 188,050    200,000      209,000   216,000      225,000      233,000      241,000     249,000     
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

OVERVIEW OF THE ASSIGNMENT 

Economic & Planning Systems (EPS) has been retained by the City of Goleta to review 
the Santa Barbara County Association of Governments (SBCAG) Draft Regional Growth 
Forecast 2007 (RGF), as published in April 2007.  The purpose of this review is to 
evaluate the draft forecasts, in overview and in broad terms, and provide EPS’s 
impressions and recommendations for improvements, using as guiding criteria: 
 
• Conceptual Coherence and Practicality, 
• Internal Consistency and Clarity of Implementation, and 
• Sensitivity of the Long‐term Growth Allocations to Modeling Assumptions. 
 
The SBCAG staff responsible for the Draft RGF 2007 made a praiseworthy effort to 
introduce and document the many demographic, economic, land use and constraint 
issues that should be addressed in a Santa Barbara County Regional Growth Forecast.  
The critical importance of the SBC regional forecast is stated on Page One of the April 
public release of the Draft RGF report: 
 
“The purpose of the forecast is to provide a set of consistent, Countywide forecasts to the year 
2040 for use in long‐range comprehensive planning.  The forecast will serve as input towards 
development of: 

 
 Traffic forecasts 
 Air Quality Plans 
 Regional Housing Needs estimates 
 Growth policy data” 

 
What is arguably the pivotal challenge in preparing the forecast is stated on Page 3, 
Appendix 1 of the same document:  
 

“Particular attention should be given to the changing demographics of the county and its 
effect on public services such as education, childcare, health care, labor force availability, 
and housing.” 

 
Many of the EPS questions and comments on the Draft RGF have to do with how, and 
how well, the Draft RGF projections address that challenge.  In response to a draft 
version of this review, SBCAG staff agreed to make a number of technical corrections 
and to improve documentation of key assumptions contained in the Final RGF. 
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FINDINGS 

1.  The Draft Regional Growth Forecast uses assumptions and data that may be 
internally inconsistent or unlikely. 

 
The Draft RGF forecasts several significant Countywide demographic trends to occur 
simultaneously between 2005* and 2040.  These are: 

1. A 5.0 percent  increase in Workers per Household (Table 21, Appendix 4, 
Page 48); 

2. A 1.4 percent increase in Household Size (Table 12, Appendix 7, Page 29); 

3. A 10.9 percent decline in the proportion of Residents, aged 20‐59 (Table 7, 
Appendix 3, Page 33) [2000*‐2040]; 

4. A 57.9 percent increase in the proportion of Residents, aged 60+ (Table 7, 
Appendix 3, Page 33) [2000*‐2040]; 

5. A 160.8 percent increase in the shortfall of Resident Workers, compared to 
Forecast Employment (Table 24, Appendix 4, Page 51). 

 
In our view it is unlikely for all of these trends to occur simultaneously.  To make a 
considered judgment about these trends, one must also take into account the trends in 
housing prices and tenancies projected in the Draft RGF, projected growth in 
employment (which the Draft RGF states to be primarily in Santa Barbara County’s 
lowest income sectors), and the demographic trends expected for Santa Barbara’s 
neighboring counties.  An effort should be made to assure that these key demographic 
assumptions affecting the Forecast are individually plausible and internally consistent. 
 
2.  Key aspects of the mathematical transformations involved are missing or unclear. 
 
It has been very difficult for EPS to follow the Draft RGF methodology in making 
calculations that presumably link the employment and nonresidential development 
forecasts.  Using the RGF‐specified employment densities, Floor Area Ratios, 
percentages of forecast employment that require new land, and applying the formula 
defined in the April published report, we have been unable to replicate the allocations of 
nonresidential land‐use consumption documented in the Draft RGF. 
 
Given all of the apparent inconsistencies in results, a more transparent presentation of 
methodology will be necessary to enable thorough review and evaluation of the 
Employment Forecast and Allocation assumptions, methodology, and results by 
interested parties and stakeholders. 
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3.  The results of the RGF are highly sensitive to apparently minor shifts in key 
assumptions. 

 
A large number of constants, coefficients, multipliers and simplifying assumptions are 
necessary to prepare any detailed regional growth model.  The Draft RGF contains and 
documents many of these modeling assumptions, and some of them affect the forecast 
outcomes more significantly than might first be apparent.  To the degree any of the Draft 
RGF key assumptions are over‐simplified, generic, or incompletely understood, they 
will affect the reasonability and perceived ‘fairness’ of the resulting Countywide Growth 
Forecast and the allocations of growth to individual Santa Barbara County jurisdictions.   
Examples of RGF modeling assumptions EPS believes merit additional attention include 
the following: 
 
 A potentially significant question exists concerning adequate housing supply to meet 

the RGF 2005‐2040 Household Forecast.  Current market trends including units 
constructed and price points may not be matched to the housing demand implied by 
the Forecast. 
 

 The average floor area ratio (FAR) assumed for all job‐related land uses seems too 
broad and some of the suggested employment densities too high for the purpose of 
estimating Gross Building Area needed to meet the Employment Forecast.   
 

 Oversimplified land demand and allocation assumptions may not reflect actual 
market behavior. 

 
 Small Changes in Household Size, Workers per Household and vacancy rate factors 

assumed in the RGF make significant changes to the estimated capacity of 
jurisdictions to meet projected population and employment growth demands.   
 

Given the imprecision introduced by these assumptions the draft allocations of 
population, household, and employment growth are open to discussion.  It is recognized 
that conducting a regional growth forecast is technically challenging and also subject to 
high levels of scrutiny by affected agencies and local government.  Also, limitations on 
data and other contingencies make accurate forecasting difficult.  Notwithstanding, we 
offer a number of recommendations for revising the Santa Barbara County RGF, as 
specified in Table 1. 
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Table 1.  SBCAG Draft Regional Growth Forecast Issues Matrix 
  
Major Issues   Comments/Recommendations 
    
1. The Draft Regional Growth Forecast uses assumptions and data that may be internally inconsistent or unlikely 
A Labor Force Participation Rates     
 The implicit scenario of the RGF projections is a 

future in which proportionally more of the County’s 
resident population will be working, and a much 
larger proportion of Employed Residents will be 65 
or older. 

 Make explicit the RGF-assumed Labor Force 
Participation rates projected 2005-2040 for the 15-64 
and 64+ age groups, in SBC and the neighboring 
Ventura, San Luis Obispo, Los Angeles, Orange, and 
Kern Counties 

 The DOF long-range projections referenced in the 
Draft RGF project an aging population for all five 
top ‘donor’ counties now exporting workers to SBC, 
in all cases projecting the 15-64 age group as a 
declining component of each county’s resident 
population.  The DOF projections actually assume 
Santa Barbara will be less proportionally impacted 
by the aging trend than the other five counties. 

 Compare aging trends projected for Santa Barbara 
County with DOF forecasts for the neighboring 
Ventura, San Luis Obispo, Los Angeles, Orange, and 
Kern Counties, and present the RGF forecast in this 
larger context. 

    
B Balance of Birth and Death Rates     
 The Components of Population Growth, Births, 

Deaths and Migration Figures (Summary, Page 15; 
also Appendix 3, Page 32), appear to indicate 
equilibrium of SBC Births and Deaths by 2040; this 
is essentially a Zero Population Growth Scenario, 
and given the aging of the population assumed in 
the model, would seem to make future growth in 
the County Workforce increasing reliant on net in-
migration.   

 Equilibrium of Births and Deaths is not projected for Santa 
Barbara County in the DOF forecast; compare Appendix 3 
Figures 25 and 26, Appendix 3 Pages 31 and 32.   

    
C County to County Work Flows     

 Over 94 percent of employed residents living in 
Santa Barbara County also worked in Santa 
Barbara County in 2000; net in-commute of 
workers from other counties filled only about 10 
percent of all jobs available in SBC at that time, 
according to CTPP estimates.  The -35,854 RGF-
projected worker shortfall alone is more than 14 
percent of the 249,425 Countywide job total for 
year 2040, so in-commuting must increase 
significantly under the Draft RGF 2007 growth 
scenario. 

 The Draft RGF Appendix 8 presents graphics and text 
depicting Ventura and San Luis Obispo County Residents 
Working in Santa Barbara County Jurisdictions, but lacks 
equivalent focus on Santa Barbara County Residents 
Working in Santa Barbara County.  This is very important 
information to inform a realistic perspective on the 
proportional importance of the local workforce in filling SBC 
future employment demand.  EPS recommends explicit 
RGF presentation of the year 2000 county-to-county 
work flows, by range in workers’ Household Income, 
for SBC and the neighboring counties: Ventura, San 
Luis Obispo, Los Angeles, Orange, and Kern (data 
available from CTPP 2000 - the Census Transportation 
Planning Package). 
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Table 1.  SBCAG Draft Regional Growth Forecast Issues Matrix 
  
Major Issues   Comments/Recommendations 
    

 Reviewing 2001-2005 employment trends for the 
County, the RGF states, “The composition of Santa 
Barbara County’s job increases includes services, 
government, retail trade, and agriculture.  These 
also happen to be Santa Barbara County’s four 
lowest income sectors with annual incomes of 
$36,000, $38,000, $21,000, and $20,000 
respectively.  These sectors, along with the 
Construction Sector ($39,000 annual income), have 
also been among the fastest growing of the 
County’s economic sectors.  At the same time, 
some of the higher income sectors such as 
manufacturing and mining have declined.  These 
trends are likely to continue and tradable goods 
producers (producers that can produce elsewhere 
for less cost) will continue to migrate out of Santa 
Barbara County" (Appendix 4, Page 8) 

 As shown in the pie charts in the RGF Summary, Page 6, 
the four lowest income sectors (Services, Government, 
Retail Trade, And Agriculture) are the very ones projected 
to retain or expand their employment share from 2005-
2040.  Telecommuting may ease some part of the “in-the-
body” demand for future workers, but a large number of 
occupations in the projected Growth Sectors require on-site 
presence: agricultural field and factory workers, lodging, 
recreational and tourist services workers, restaurant and 
retail store workers, government public service and safety 
workers, teachers, etc.  To the extent these occupations 
are also at the lower end of the pay scale, the more 
difficulty many workers will have in finding local housing 
affordable to them, and the more difficulty they will have in 
obtaining transport required for long commutes from distant 
affordable housing.   

    
D Treatment of Residual Development Capacity 

and Regional Land Consumption Factors 
    

 Appendix 4 Page 29, “The future employment 
allocation uses buildout in the following way.  If a 
jurisdiction has 2,000,000 additional square feet of 
space out of a Countywide total of 20,000,000 then 
is allocated 10 percent of the total new jobs each 5 
year forecast period from 2010 to 2040.”   

 This suggested approach is only valid if one of two possible 
conditions exists: 
 
1. The approach described is applied to each Employment 
Sector and Conformable Land Use independently, e.g., 
allocation of New Agricultural Jobs and Agricultural Space 
Consumption conforms to the local distribution and 
availability of Agricultural zoned/designated land.   
 
OR 
 
2. The proportional distributions of projected Employment 
Growth by Type and Conformable and Available Vacant 
and Underutilized Land by use are completely uniform 
across the County and among its regions. 
 
Condition #2 does not exist in Santa Barbara County, and 
with the apparent inconsistencies in the presentation of the 
Employment Forecast, it has not been possible to confirm 
whether and how a Condition #1 approach may have been 
implemented by the RGF modelers. 

 The intrinsic Square Feet per New Job Ratios for 
the RGF Land Use Consumption Forecast are 
effectively identical within each Region — uniform 
land consumption/allocation ratios are implicit for all 

 The uniformity of implied land demand per new job across 
urban and rural, incorporated and unincorporated areas 
seems out of line with common knowledge and experience 
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Table 1.  SBCAG Draft Regional Growth Forecast Issues Matrix 
  
Major Issues   Comments/Recommendations 
    

cities and unincorporated areas within each region, 
while varying significantly from one region to the 
next, and from one time interval to the next 

of the differences between urban, suburban and rural 
development patterns. 

It is troubling that the implicit Square Feet per New Job 
Ratios for the 2000-2005 Employment Allocation 
Distribution (Table 8, Appendix 4, Page 30) and the 
2005-2010 Employment Allocation Distribution (Table 9, 
Appendix 4, Page 31) do not match each other, the 
2010-2040 equivalents (Table 11, Appendix 4, Page 37), 
or the New Land per New Job ratios implied in the 
Appendix 5 analysis. 

    
2. Key aspects of the mathematical transformations involved are missing or unclear 
A Crosswalk between Employment Forecast and 

Allocations of Land Use Consumption 
    

 

This crucial ‘crosswalk’ formula is specified in 
Appendix 5, Page 14: 
 
(Building space demand in square feet = Jobs 
requiring land/Employee density per acre x Floor 
area ratio x 43,560 square feet per acre) 

 Using the RGF-specified employment densities, Floor Area 
Ratios, and percentages of forecast employment that 
require new land, as defined on Appendix 5 Page 13, and 
applying this formula, EPS has been unable to replicate the 
allocations of nonresidential land-use consumption 
documented in the Draft RGF. 

 

There may be additional assumed factors in the 
“crosswalk” (projected Job Growth to equivalent 
New Building Space demand) model summarized 
in the Draft RGF report, such as: Net-to-Gross 
Building Area ratios, Net-to-Gross Acreage ratios, 
Non-residential Building Occupancy Rates, etc.   

 EPS has been unable to find any reference to such factors 
in the 241-page Draft RGF document, and because of 
several inconsistencies in the Employment Forecast and 
Employment Allocation tables, has not been able to extract, 
back-calculate or logically infer them from context. 

 

Table 11 appearing on Appendix 4, Page 37 is the 
essential link to a reader's clear comprehension of 
the RGF linkage of employment forecasts to land 
consumption allocations.  The text and table title 
indicate a presentation of Employment Growth and 
Allocation from 2010-2040, but the Total Square 
Feet and Total Jobs shown are not for that 30-year 
interval, and do not seem to be depicting 
comparable numbers or time periods. 

 It has been very difficult for EPS reviewers to follow the 
Draft RGF’s modelers’ methodology in making calculations 
that presumably link the employment and nonresidential 
development densities defined in Appendix 5, Pages 13-14 
with the Allocation of Employment and Land Use 
Consumption to Local Jurisdictions described in Appendix 
4, Pages 29 to 47. 
 
EPS believes a revised Draft of the RGF is necessary to 
enable practical review and evaluation of the modelers’ 
Employment Forecast and Allocation assumptions and 
methodology by interested parties and stakeholders. 
EPS recommends that the documentation for the 
‘crosswalk’ model which is currently dispersed across 
several technical appendices be reorganized into one 
sequential presentation that includes transitional 
tables clearly demonstrating intermediate calculations. 
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Table 1.  SBCAG Draft Regional Growth Forecast Issues Matrix 
  
Major Issues   Comments/Recommendations 
    
B Inconsistency between the text describing in-

migration assumptions and the tables and 
graphs presenting the in-migration forecasts. 

    

 

The Components of Population Growth, Births, 
Deaths and Migration Figure (Summary, Page 15; 
also Appendix 3, Page 32), shows Net Migration as 
a step function with two cycles of growth following a 
decline from a local peak attained between Years 
2005 and 2010.  The step values from 2010 to 
2040 are all shown as less than 2,000 persons, yet 
the table text states, “there is a net positive 
Countywide in-migration of approximately 2,400 
persons annually until 2010, 2,100 persons until 
2015, and, 1,000 persons 2015 onward.” 

 The figures and the text appear inconsistent. 

    
C Inconsistency between the text and tables 

describing Forecast Square Footage Use 
Compared to Available Capacity and the 
graphics presenting the same forecast. 

    

 

The Forecast Square Footage Use Compared to 
Available Capacity graph shown in the Draft RGF 
Summary Page 10 is inconsistent with the 
Additional Square Footage numbers appearing on 
the same page, and with Table 10: Estimated Non-
Residential Land Use Consumption, Compared to 
Theoretical Buildout 2005-2040 appearing in 
Appendix 5, Page 14. 

 Note in particular that both tabulations indicate the Santa 
Maria Valley Region has 15,591,000 square feet of residual 
nonresidential development capacity, while the graph 
shows more that 20,000,000 square feet for the Santa 
Maria Region to theoretical buildout. 

    
D Incomplete conversion/documentation of 

detailed Residual Land Use Capacity estimates 
in common units of measure. 

    

 

Appendix 5, Table 2:  Potential for Future Office, 
Industrial and Retail Development (Page 5) and 
Table 7:  Assessment of Future Residential Density 
(Page 11) are very good summaries of the RGF 
sources and estimated amounts of residual 
development capacity by jurisdiction.  However, the 
detailed estimates are not uniformly stated in 
common units of measure.  

 The land acre equivalents to all detailed estimates of 
nonresidential square footage and residential units 
should be tabulated, to facilitate comparison to 
General Plan and Housing Element maps and 
documents and to independent estimates of vacant 
and infill capacity, such as those provided by the Pilot 
California Infill Parcel Locator. 
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Table 1.  SBCAG Draft Regional Growth Forecast Issues Matrix 
  
Major Issues   Comments/Recommendations 
    
3. The results of the RGF are highly sensitive to apparently minor shifts in key assumptions 
A Residential Vacancy Rates     

 

"For forecasting purposes, new households are 
equated with new housing unit demand. Vacant 
units or vacancy rates are not considered in the 
household forecast as household[s] are by 
definition considered occupied-housing units.” 
(Appendix 5, Table 13, Page 30).  The RGF 
Household Forecast is for 24,403 net new 
households 2005-2040 while the Assumed 
Maximum Housing Construction Ceiling 2005-2040 
is estimated at 24,319 households.  

There appears to be an implicit assumption of a 100 
percent occupancy rate (0 percent vacancy rate) for all new 
housing in the RGF Household Forecast.  The DOF 
estimates of overall household vacancy rates in Santa 
Barbara County vary between 4.09 percent and 4.39 
percent between 2000 and 2007; a 4 percent vacancy 
rate yielding 24,400 occupied units (Households) would 
require the construction of 25,417 total housing units – 
1,017 more than might be available within the Assumed 
Maximum Housing Construction Ceiling. 

    
B Employment Densities and FARs     

 

"Retail density is estimated at 44 employees/acre, 
Commercial at 85 employees/acre, and Industrial at 
25 employees/acre … An average .33 Floor Area 
Ratio (FAR) was assumed for all job related land 
uses."  Appendix 5, Page 13. 

 

While the Draft RGF text explains some of the ways 
employment densities and FARs typically vary by sector, 
location, land cost, etc., the RGF allocation model appears 
to utilize this single set of generalized factors, in concert 
with a single countywide sector-to-land use conversion 
matrix. 

The average 0.33 FAR assumed for all job-related land 
uses seems too broad – that FAR is typical of 
suburban industrial and office parks and is definitely 
too low for compact urban development and too high 
for warehouse distribution and recreation uses.  The 
assumed employment densities, converted to square 
feet of Gross Building Area per Employee, appear to be 
327 square feet per Retail Worker, 169 square feet per 
Commercial/Office Worker and 575 square feet per 
Industrial Worker.  The Retail and Industrial densities 
are within typical ranges for Net Building Space in 
urbanized areas, but may be low for Gross Building 
Area calculations; the Commercial/Office density is 
typical of call center/dense cubicle/service counter 
working environments. 
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Table 1.  SBCAG Draft Regional Growth Forecast Issues Matrix 
  
Major Issues   Comments/Recommendations 
    
C Household Size and Workers per Household 

ratios 
    

 

As an example, Table 1, Appendix 7 Page 4, 
presents the RGF projection of Goleta average HH 
Size declining from 2.70 in 2005 to 2.65 by 2040.  

 

This assumed change virtually “evicts” 558 residents from 
existing Goleta housing stock.  With the RGF estimate of 
2,619 dwelling units residual capacity for Goleta to buildout, 
the changing HH Size assumption in effect absorbs over 8 
percent of Goleta’s estimated remaining housing capacity 
(211 units) without accommodating a single additional 
resident. 

    
D Selective Subregional allocation of assumed 

infill, redevelopment and employment 
densification. 

    

 The South Coast Region and the Santa Maria 
Region have been allocated more employment 
growth than the RGF estimates of current 
development policy and available land can contain. 
The South Coast Region’s 325,756 square feet 
shortfall (Table 10, Appendix 5, Page 14) is 
equivalent to 7.25 percent of the estimated 
4,490,271 square feet of nonresidential residual 
capacity to buildout, while the Santa Maria 
Region’s  550,970 square feet shortfall is 
equivalent to only 3.56 percent of that region’s 
estimated 15,491,000 square feet of nonresidential 
residual capacity to buildout. 

 The RGF states “It is assumed that employment densities 
will increase in deficient areas and additional capacity will 
be generated through redevelopment.” (ibid.) All other 
factors held constant, the RGF allocations seem to require 
more concentrated infill and redevelopment and/or 
proportionally greater increases of employment density in 
the South Coast Region than in the Santa Maria Region. 

 A few jurisdictions, like the Cities of Santa Maria, 
Goleta and Santa Barbara, are allocated total 
buildout of estimated remaining residential 
development capacity, while the rest are assumed 
to have residual residential development capacity 
at 2040 and beyond. 

 EPS recommends the sensitivity of the RGF 
projections to small changes in its assumptions be 
made manifest with a presentation of selected ‘What 
If?’ Alternative Scenarios for 2040.   

    
E Given the phase of development of the RGF 

substantial changes to key assumptions or 
preparation of alternatives are unlikely. 

 Prepare a narrative analysis describing the effects of 
variations in key assumptions including: 

• vacancy rate 
• household size 
• workers per household 
• potential in-commuting 
• employment densities 
 

 


